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Bus Parking and Team Entrance 
Main Gym - Charlottesville High School  
1400 Melbourne Rd. Charlottesville, 22901 
 
The visiting team bus should arrive in the bus loop adjacent to the MLK Performing Arts 
Center/Gymnasium. Any car riders/drivers that will be entering with the team party 
should park their vehicle in the large parking lot adjacent to the bus loop. Check in and 
screening procedures will begin 1 hour before the scheduled start time of the event(s). 
Visiting teams are expected to enter the building together whether or not they arrive in 
the same vehicles. 
 
A map of Charlottesville High School is on the title page of this document. 
 

Main Gym - Charlottesville High School 
 
The following protocols will be followed by participants, coaches, game officials, media, 
athletics staff, and anyone else who may be entering the gymnasium. 
 
Check In Procedures 
Participants are expected to enter through the set of four orange doors in front of the 
MLK-PAC/Gym entrance. The check in station will be located in the hallway leading to 
the gymnasium. We ask that participants stay to the right-hand side of the hallway and 
allow appropriate room for physical distancing (6 ft in any direction). 
 
Charlottesville High School will be using a digital spreadsheet in its athletic screening 
process. A link will be sent to the visiting school’s athletic director in advance with the 
hopes that all participants may screen themselves as they are arriving at the facility. If 
they do not, they will be screened by official CHS personnel. Everyone who enters the 
facility will have their temperature checked at this station. 
 
Changing Rooms 
For Visiting School 
For events taking place in the CHS gymnasium, the visiting school will be offered one 
large changing room equipped with a HEPA air filter and a restroom that will only be 
used by members of the team party. While this room may be large enough for an entire 
team, we strongly recommend that you allow no more than 6 participants in at a time. 
These rooms are not meant to be a location for congregating. The room will be locked 



during the game and will only be opened at the request of a visiting team coach or 
administrator and athletes will not be allowed to enter without supervision present. 
 
For Officials 
For Boys Basketball Competitions & Wrestling, officials will be directed to the coaches’ 
office adjacent to the auxiliary gymnasium and athletic training room. 
For Girls Basketball Competitions & Volleyball, officials will be directed to the PE locker 
room and coaches’ office on the Performing Arts Center side of the gymnasium. 
 
Both of these areas will be equipped with HEPA air filters on the day of the event. 
 
Team & Bench Areas 
Each team and bench area will be supplied with 18 individual chairs for players and 
coaches during the event in which they are participating. A designated CHS staff 
member will be assigned to the bench area to maintain COVID protocols and to be 
available for assistance as needed. There will also be several rows of bleachers 
available directly behind the team bench for members of the team party who may not be 
participating at that time (i.e. JV players during the Varsity game and vice versa, team 
managers, additional coaches and team staff, etc.) 
 
Scorers Table 
Charlottesville High School has a 16 ft. scorers table. The clock operator will be 
positioned at one end of this table. In the event that there is also a PA announcer, that 
individual will be positioned at the opposite end. In addition, there will be two separate 
tables, one on either side of the scorers table, for each team’s bookkeeper. Emergency 
masks, hand sanitizer, disposable wipes, and other COVID related items will be 
available in this area should there be a need for them. 
 
Approximately 20 ft. behind the scorers table, there will be a designated area for game 
officials, if a need arises.  
 
Spectators 
No spectators will be allowed. Please click on the “LIVE” camera icon next to the event 
on the jeffersondistrict.org schedule for streaming options. 
 
Exit 
Visiting team members, coaches, officials should all exit through the main hallway that 
separates the gymnasium from the performing arts center using the two doors marked 
“EXIT ONLY.” Team members who participate in the final game of the night are 



expected to leave as a group. Any participant who exits the facility will not be 
allowed back in. 
Note: JV players who intend on leaving after the JV game will not be allowed to leave 
the facility early without a coach or team staff escorting them to the exit.  

 
 

Pool - Brooks YMCA 
 

Bus Parking and Team Entrance 
Pool - Brooks YMCA 
151 McIntire Park Dr., Charlottesville, VA 22902 
 
The visiting team bus should arrive in the traffic loop adjacent to the Brooks YMCA 
entrance. Any car riders/drivers that will be entering with the team party should park 
their vehicle in the large parking lot adjacent to the traffic loop. Check in and screening 
procedures will begin 1 hour before the scheduled start time of the event(s). Visiting 
teams are expected to enter the building together whether or not they arrive in the same 
vehicles. 

 
--- 
 

The following protocols will be followed by participants, coaches, game officials, media, 
athletics staff, and anyone else who may be entering the gymnasium. 
 
Check In Procedures 
Participants are expected to enter through the front entrance of the YMCA. Visitors will 
be directed downstairs for check in with official CHS personnel. We ask that participants 
stay to the right-hand side of the hallway and allow appropriate room for physical 
distancing (6 ft in any direction). 
 
Charlottesville High School will be using a digital spreadsheet in its athletic screening 
process. A link will be sent to the visiting school’s athletic director in advance with the 
hopes that all participants may screen themselves as they are arriving at the facility. If 
they do not, they will be screened by official CHS personnel. Everyone who enters the 
facility will have their temperature checked at this station. 
 
 



 
Changing Rooms 
Participants are expected to arrive wearing their suits under their warm-ups. However, 
the YMCA locker room/changing areas will be available for participants to have access 
to a restroom or to change, if necessary. Participants are encouraged to enter such 
facilities one at a time.  
 
Team & Pool Deck Areas 
For dual meets, the large studio room adjacent to the pool deck may be used as a 
staging area for athletes who are not participating at that moment. Athletes are able to 
bring blankets, towels, or small camping chairs to sit on but should remain physically 
distant (allowing 6 ft. of space between themselves and any other person).  
 
For tri meets and larger, the gymnasium and lobby area may be used for staging as 
well.  
 
Event Traffic Flow 
When a participant’s event is called, they should proceed from the staging area around 
the right side of the pool deck in a counterclockwise motion to the starting platform. 
Upon completion of the race, participants should be prepared to do a 75m warm down 
and exit the opposite side of the pool then proceed back to the staging area along the 
left side of the pool deck continuing in the counterclockwise direction. Please reference 
the diagram on the final page of this document.  
 
Spectators 
No spectators will be allowed. Please click on the “LIVE” camera icon next to the event 
on the jeffersondistrict.org schedule for streaming options. 
 
Exit 
Participants, coaches, and officials should all exit through the main entrance of Brooks 
YMCA. Participants are expected to leave as a group with their team and coaches. Any 
participant who exits the facility will not be allowed back in. 
Note: Any participant who intends on leaving early will not be allowed to leave the 
facility early without a coach or administrator escorting them to the exit.  
 

 
 

**See next page for Pool Deck Traffic Flow Diagram** 
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